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Abstract—In this era that software’s are getting more ad-

vanced that are being used to edit images. Applications Like

Adobe Photoshop have a lot of benefits for modifying personal

photographs, the downside of this kind of applications performed

for forgery.There are copy/move and splicing that is used most

often to make forged images.This research we want to try to

merge two of the specific techniques that are for detecting

copy/move and splicing and trying to apply that to machine

learning in an image to make the probability higher and to make

sure the detection has a higher reliability. In addition to that, we

also want to add and classifications, benign in this research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Images can have a high impact in different categories of
daily needs like in social media, military, crime, historical
events, machine learning. The originality of images is nec-
essary trying to use them as examples that do define above.
Images can be a critical evidence to identifying the truth of a
claim or even a crime.

In this digital era, it is harder to detect forgery because
tracking them might not be comfortable with naked eyes or
the fingerprint left behind it is impossible was traced with all
these techniques.There are also some techniques to identify
what camera was used to detect if the pattern of the image
matches the pattern of that picture.[1]

In this era that we are living, there are a lot of advanced
applications that can modify images with different kind of
methods, for example, an advanced cloning or splicing that
can make it impossible to detect with naked eyes.There are
some ways to help us identify if based on that analysis,
for example, Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT), Error Level
Analysis(ELA), Gio Metric distortion, Photo Response Non-
uniformity(PRNU).[2] In most of the research that has issued,
they have used fusion to add some of these techniques trying
to merge their result to have a better probability to find better
ways to add them to the learnings. One of the classifications
were not mentioned often in previous studies, benign in
images. forensic.[3]

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The previous works have their errors or vulnerabilities.
When we look at the algorithms, they are not as reliable as the
ones that have few techniques fused will make the detection
more accurate than the individual aspect of them. In the past,

Fig. 1. It is an image of a stamp that the forged one is on the left, and the
original image is on the right.It is not easy to detect with naked eyes.

Fig. 2. This figure contains three images the original, forged,forged in ELA
.Like you can see the forged area in the ELA is easy to detect for machines.[4]

there is not much of research in classifying benign, a class that
has changes in the image like resizing or changing its contrast.
Moreover, these pictures are still in its original condition;
unspoiled.[5] The absence of this classification can make our
techniques to consider them as a class of forgery that will
cause it not to have the original condition as evidence. The
definition of the original condition that we are using as benign

Fig. 3. This figure contains three images the original, forged, forged in ELA.It
is hard for the machines to detect the forged parts because of the high-level
spatial characteristics of the image such as vegetation increase error in the
entire image.[4]



Fig. 4. This is a diagram of the techniques that were used to detect a different
kind of digital image forgery in past and present.

[2]

means an digital image that can define as an image that still
holds its content.

If it is forged or not, show the results as unknown rather
a weak decision, giving an answer that has a low reliability
but the machine will give a precise answer about its detection
can bring a lot of confusion and miss leading in the future.[6]
An open set is critical in other fields like medicine that needs
it gives a very accurate output or if the detection does not
reliably provide an output of unknown. Machines should learn
the scope of what they learned, so that helps them to answer
”I do not know” if they have not seen an example related to
the Supervised Learning. Learning.[7]

III. RELATED WORK

There is a research about using ELA features and try to
detect if this features can utilize for image forgery detec-
tion.Their work had the result that based on the difference
of the error level related to the original pixel.[8] The errors
were related to compression loss. If the difference is small
that means the chance of forgery was low.[9] The difference
was significant, the chance that that image will be considered
as forged.There were few Voluntaries in this research paper.
There were not any numeric values mentioned in the article for
comparison.[4] Some works tried to use linear BitMap image
format(LBM) for encoding the micro-edge pattern and DCT
which is used to encode the frequency content.[10] Applying
and them to detect copy/move and splicing together to have
a more useful technique beside implementing it with Support
Vector Machine(SVM).[11]

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this Research, we want to add a class called benign
based on ELA features and try to use it in digital image
forgery detection. ELA is Error Level Analysis is the analysis
of compression artifacts in digital data with lossy compression
such as JPEG. Fuse the discovered algorithm for benign class

Fig. 5. There are two images the one on the left is the original image and
the one on the left it is the transformation of original to ELA.

Fig. 6. The left image is the original image; the right image has been the
modified in the size of the image that will be one of our sub-classes of benign
class.

with the previous forgery detection for splicing, to get a forgery
detection technique for the three class.1)Original 2)Forged
3)Benign.

A. Benign

Based on the definition of benign a gentle disposition, The
term benign is mostly relevant in medical fields, like detecting
if a tumor is cancerous or not. [12] There is not much of
a definition in Image forgery field.When an image possesses
some changes will not include as forged because it contains its
values as evidence. We can use some tools to modify the size
of the image or even modify the contrast of it, and it still keeps
its values as an original image. We want to add this class that
how to use learning methods so that the machine can detect
the difference between a forged and a benign Image.

B. Unknown

Images with classifications that were not in the scope of
the learning are going to identify as unknown classification.So
this is going to be an algorithm of open-set that does not have
boundaries after it is out of the scope of the defined classes.
[13]

C. Technique

First of all, we want to add the benign class to the
previous techniques. We want to use some other researched
technique using the fusion method so we can get a more
accurate result and use each technique based on their
unique modification.[14][15] For the open-set algorithm, we
will use the suggested version of Learning Support Vector
Machine(SVM) that is Weibull-calibrated Support Vector



Fig. 7. The left image is the original image; the right image has been the
modified in the level color of the image that will be one of our sub-classes
of benign class.

Fig. 8. There are four plots from top left; the original image top right is the
forged image and left down is the benign modified color image and the last
image right down is the benign re-sized image. These plots show the number
of features and the length of them based on the scale between -1 and 1 ([-1,1]).

Machine(W-SVM). W-SVM combines the useful properties
of statistical extreme value theory for score calibration with
one-class and binary support vector machines.[16]

V. RESULTS

We have added a benign class with two sub classes 1) Re-
size 2) Color level adjustment to a previous data set that is
50 images, that include original and forged images. The most
major algorithms are for detecting copy/move and splicing in
digital images.They only look at pieces of the image and try
to find an algorithm that can detect those changes in the image
that mostly don’t cover the whole image. The reason why we
cannot use those algorithms is that we need an algorithm that
looks at the entire image and analyzes it instead of parts of
interest. So we were seeking to find some algorithm that can
distinguish the class original and benign.The short period for
this research paper left a lot of tests that were not finished to
be part of the future work. [17]

Fig. 9. This is a graph of the data set of original images that (x,y), the x is
the observed average, the y predicted probability based on the features.

Fig. 10. This is a graph of the data set of forged images that (x,y), the x is
the observed average, the y predicted probability based on the features.

Fig. 11. This is a graph of the data set of benign images that (x,y), the x is
the observed average, the y predicted probability based on the features.



Fig. 12. Four plots are based on Sign of Laplace-Gaussian from top left;
the original image top right is the forged image and left down is the benign
re-sized, and the last image right down is the benign modified color image.
scale between -1 and 1 ([-1,1]).

After extracting three classes feature individually then tried
Laplace-Gaussian Operator(LOG) that is edge detector for
edge detection for image forgery and tried to make some
comparison based on the LOG of these three classes.[18]
Trying a different kind of image feature extraction to compare,
if those features can be used for defining our classes for ma-
chine learning digital image forgery detection. After training
the machine and getting models and testing them using k-
fold cross validation the results were not reliable based on
the variations. The most recent ones are in figures 14,15,16.
In figure 16 we can see that there are three classes and the
predictions for detecting the benign are 28.9 percent also
showing benign as forged 40 percent and benign as original
31.1 percent. It gives us the understanding that based the
extracted features and ten fold cross validation the benign is
mostly comprising detected as forged image. The short period
a lot of testings was not done, and that will be part of the
future work.

VI. FUTURE WORK

For the next period of this research, we are going to
experiment more with these features and try to find a technique
in classifying the benign class. The next step is to add open-
set algorithm by using W-SVM. Try to fuse two technique to
get more accurate result in forgery detection. Finally, apply all
these steps for our supervised machine learning.

VII. CONCLUSION

A. Benign Detection

If adding the benign class in image forgery detection that
has not discussed in previously researched scope will give us
results with high accuracy sometimes can save time or even
help to identify what has changed but still good as its original
version.

Fig. 13. This is a graph of the three class based on different features.The
light orange line is the original class, the other orange line is forged class,
and the blue line is benign class.

B. Unknown

Also, predict the results as unknown because it was not
in the scale of its supervised learning.In that case, we expect
the machine to print ”I do not know” for the image forgery
detection.

C. Fusion Result

We want to see if the result of the two previous techniques
Error Level Analysis(ELA) and (Singular Value Decomposi-
tion)SVD can give more accurate results in detecting the four
classes, Original, Forged, Benign, Unknown.
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